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Citizen science (CS), one of many forms of Public Participation in Scientific Research (PPSR) is
the collection of information for scientific and often educational purposes by citizen volunteers
(Bonney, et al. 2009; Silvertown 2009). CS need not be Community-Based
Observing/Monitoring (CBO/M) as defined in AOS white papers by Alessa et al., (2013) and
Johnson et al. (2013), although CS can include CBO/M efforts, and certainly it may integrate
community needs for information, community directed research, and local and/or traditional
knowledge. CS as described here offers all interested individuals the opportunity to participate in
the research process with the express purpose of collecting data to address a specific problem or
set of problems regardless of permanent physical location of the observer, the expertise of the
observer, or the level of observer engagement in research problem formulation. Citizen scientists
engaged in arctic observing may be residents of arctic communities, but they may also be other
individuals who have particular opportunities to collect information of relevance to arctic
observing needs and arctic research. Members of the northern fishing fleets who reside part of
the year outside of the arctic but still spend a significant amount of time on arctic waters,
members of the dog mushing community who may spend substantial time each year traveling on
the land, seasonal workers in northern industries, sportsmen visiting from other regions, and
tourists are just a few examples of those who can be engaged in arctic observing. CS observing
projects may be short-term or they may be longer-term. In the case of the latter, CS can
approximate CBO/M efforts, but will include a more geographically dispersed observer
community collecting data that might be more temporally or seasonally bounded than that
collected through CBO/M efforts. A CS project that involves collection of observations in the
Arctic should be informed by the engagement of local people from the outset, even though they
may or may not choose to participate in the collection of the observations themselves.
Web-based and GPS technologies are powerful tools for engaging citizen scientists in arctic
observing. Use of GPS can be similar to that pioneered in the Igliniit project to record
information on a whole host of environmental variables (Gearheard, et al. 2011), or focused on
locating observations of very specific phenomena such as a single species. When partnered with
an online reporting system that generates maps displaying the collected data the potential for
generation of and access to information is great. BioMap Alaska (Murray et al. 2013) is an
internet accessible, iterative, multilingual, GIS and Google Maps-based tool for collecting
observations on marine species that is useful for management, research and education. At
present, information on 11 species is available in both English and Iñupiat, and the system allows
people to volunteer their observations through a simple web form. Participants can also submit
photographs, and are asked for information on location, weather and environmental conditions at
the time of observation. In addition observers can contribute information that may differ from
that which is requested but which is meaningful to them (i.e. TEK/LEK or other). Interaction

between observers and researchers is both possible and encouraged. Thus BioMap enables the
co-production of knowledge (Gibbons, et al. 1994), even as the community of knowledge
producers is connected largely through cyberspace. Future versions of BioMap will integrate
with social media in order to strengthen the virtual community component.
Information/observations are accumulated in the BioMap database, vetted by experts on regional
fauna, and made publicly available in a standardized data format for researchers, managers,
educators and the general public. BioMap is designed to improve monitoring of marine species
and may provide information on changing conditions including species range extensions and
introduced species using a consistent yet flexible format. BioMap objectives overlap and
complement similar initiatives, including those of the Circumpolar Biodiversity Monitoring
Program. At a minimum, the goal is to improve baseline information on coastal marine resources
in the Chukchi/Beaufort sea region and to facilitate a forum for continuous exchange and
communication among scientists, resources managers and stakeholders using the internet and
incorporating local knowledge and diverse user observations. However, technological
improvements can simplify the input of observations such that contributions could be made from
around the pan-Arctic. Similarly standardized reporting of certain variables can be enabled. For
example through collaboration and cooperation with entities such as those that manage and
monitor weather stations the input of GPS coordinates and time of observation can automatically
link to weather data.
An Arctic BioMap should be developed and implemented in partnership with regional, national,
and international programs engaged in similar observing activities. Minimal efforts at
coordination and some sharing of resources would allow expansion beyond Alaska and
potentially enable a citizen science effort for arctic ecosystem observing that could equal the
success of programs such as Old Weather (www.oldweather.org). Ultimately the goal is to build
a citizen science platform for arctic ecosystem observing that is pan-arctic in coverage, that is
open to the collection of observations on much larger number of species than the 11 which are
currently being observed and that includes all participants who have the interest in and
opportunity to contribute.

Figure 1. BioMap Alaska homepage.

Figure 2. Species field guide – Walleye Pollock, Iñupiat text.
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